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scientific generalisations. Relativity is taboo in Germany,
possibly because Hess and Hitler, the joint authors of Man
Kampf, were unfitted to understand it, and so were embittered
by it, but mainly because its main exponent was a Jew,
It was, they declared, not " Nordic ". And in the place of it
we were presented with genuine *e Nordic" physics. In
Hess-Hitler-land Nordic archaeology, Nordic biology and so
forth are replacing real archaeology, real biology, etc. In
Russia the left priesthood of Communism is attempting a
similar strangulation of intellectual life by selling cheap
substitutes. Prolet-art, we hear of, and Proletarian chemistry.
And a biological worker finds himself driven into exile, to
avoid a harsher fate, because " Darwinism " is represented
as infringing in some way upon that sacred mystery, the
dictatorship of the proletariat.
So far from extending itself into the realms of government
and general creative direction, Science as such may be already
shrinking back into a subservient position. The continuance
of the present scientific process is by no means secure from
without or from within.   We have seen it assailed and
appropriated from without.  Within, the specialist, with the
mentality of a Greek slave, develops an increasing hostility
to the irritating, autocratic-spirited outsider who exasperates
him by the broader sweep of his views.  He will extinguish
him if he can. He will block his interrogative intervention in
research organisation. He will take refuge under the wing of
authority. The doors of the Royal Society in the days when it
was dominated by free-thinking,  free-speaking gentlemen
have stood open to disturbing ideas, but with the increase in
specialisation, there is an increasing disposition for the new
sort of scientific worker to appropriate and canalise for hit
own satisfaction the prestige accumulated by the old.
Plainly Science as we know it and so far as it is represented
by societies, endowments, chairs, honours, titles, museum
collections and the like, can be subjugated and replaced by a
parody of itself, and it holds out liftle promise in itself of
fresh and vigorous initiatives in the present human riddle.
But the question takes on an entirely different complexion

